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The present invention relates to air compressors or 
pumps, and it relates particularly to a novel compressor 
regulator combination adapted to furnish fresh air to the 
exhaust system of an internal combustion engine to pro 
mote oxidation of unburned hydrocarbon and carbon 
monoxide exhaust components in anti-smog apparatus as 
sociated with the exhaust system. 

Exhaust gases from internal combustion engines, and 
particularly from automobile engines, contain some un 
burned hydrocarbons which accumulate in the atmosphere 
and react to sunlight to form “smog” which causes eye 
irritation, is harmful to agricultural production, and ap 
pears to be a substantial human health hazard. Such ex 
haust gases also include carbon monoxide which, although 
not appearing to be a smog producing agent, is a poisonous 
gas and as such constitutes a considerable health hazard. 
A great deal of effort has been expended in recent years 
in the development of anti-smog apparatus. One form 
of such apparatus is the “afterburner” for direct burning 
of the undesired materials at temperatures above 2000" 
F. Another form is the “catalytic converter” for cataly 
tically oxidizing or burning the. unwanted materials at 
temperatures above about 500° F. In my copending ap_ 
plication Serial No. 27,721, ?led May 9, 1960 for Cata 
lytic Converter System for Internal Combustion Engines 
1 have illustrated, described and claimed apparatus for 
oxidizing the unburned hydrocarbon and carbon monox 
ide components of the engine exhaust by a novel com 
bination of direct ignition burning and catalytic oxidation, 
which I have found to provide much more efficient oxda 
tion of these unwanted exhaust components over the en 
tire range of engine operating conditions than either an 
“afterburner” or a “catalytic converter” used alone. 

Regardless of the type of apparatus employed for ox 
idizing the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide compo 
nents of the engine exhaust, whether it be an “afterburn 
er,” a “catalytic converter” or apparatus such as'that de 
scribed in my said copending application Serial No. 27, 
721 involving both direct ignition burning and catalytic 
oxidation, it is necessary to introduce fresh air into the ex 
haust line upstreamof the oxidizing apparatus in order to 
support the combustion or oxidation of the unwanted ex 
haust components. I have found in practice that the most 
practical source of supply of fresh air for the exhaust sys 
tem is an air compressor or pump of the positive displace 
ment type which is driven by the engine fan belt. How 
ever, the air requirements for efficient oxidation of the 
unburned hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in the ex 
haust system at relatively high speeds, as in freeway driv 
ing, are only slightly greater than the requirements at 
engine idle speeds so that the air compressor must include 
means for controlling the compressor output rate to a 
relatively small increase upon relatively large increases 
in engine speed. . 
The following example illustrates some of the factors 

which must be considered in connection with the air sup 
ply source. This example is based upon the use of a 235 
cubic inch displacement engine, such as a Chevrolet 6 
cylinder engine, it being understood that more air would 
be required for larger displacement engines. In the ex 
ample, my catalytic converter system set forth in my said 
copending application Serial No. 27,721 is employed for 
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ide by combined direct ignition burning and catalytic ox 
idation. . 

In tests made with such equipment, at engine idle speeds 
of about 450 r.p.m., my catalytic converter system has 
been found to require from about 11/2 to 2 cubic feet of 
air per minute. At this time the amount of excess air 
which is added to the exhaust system is a relatively large 
percentage of the exhaust volume, which is on the order 
of about 6 cubic feet per minute. . 

However, when the automobile is in high speed opera 
tion, such as in freeway driving at about 65 miles per hour 
or more, the hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide content 
of the exhaust is relatively low, so that the excess air added 
to the exhaust need ,be only a very small percentage of the 
exhaust volume'to perform its function of oxidizing these 
small percentage components. In the present example, 
with the engine in properly regulated condition, the 
amount of added air required is only from about 2 to 3 
cubic feet per minute at high speeds. Under such rela 
tively highspeed operation, the volume of exhaust gases 
may exceed 100 cubic feet per minute. If quantities of 
air in excess of about 3 cubic feet per minute are added, 
then the excess air serves no bene?cial function of oxidiz 
ing unwanted exhaust components, but does have a detri 
mental e?ect of cooling the catalytic converter. 
At the time of high speed operation the exhaust gases, 

undiluted with cold .air, will reach 1200° F. to 1300" F. 
temperature, and with about 2 cubic feet per minute of 
injected air will be quenched to about 1150° F. Larger 
amounts of air ‘would reduce the temperature propor 
tionally. At the time of this high speed operation, it is 
not important that the temperature be abnormally high 
because hydrocarbon and carbon monoxide contents are 
down close to acceptable quantities. However, if at such 
time air is added to the exhaust stream to give a tempera 
ture of about 850° F. to 900° F., then when deceleration, 
idle or heavy acceleration follows, and hydrocarbon and 
carbon monoxide quantities are accordingly both raised to 
a relatively high level, the catalyst temperature in the cata 
lytic converter (particularly if the converter has been used 
on the road for an extended period) would be too low to 
spontaneously ignite the carbon monoxide, which is actu 
ally the highest source of burning heat. Since the exhaust 

- gases under deceleration or idle are down at a tempera 
ture of only about 400° F., the catalyst bed without the 
bene?t of the burning carbon monoxide would then rapidly 
cool and the exhaust gases would not be properly treated. 

This problem of providing only a relatively small in 
crease in the compressor output flow over a wide input 
speed range of the rotary power source which drives the 
compressor is further complicated by large variations in 
the exhaust pressure, and hence in the back pressure on 
the compressor output, such back pressure not being a 
direct function of the engine speed. For example, in 
tests wherein one of my catalytic converters was embodied 
in the exhaust system, where the automobile was running 
on the level at 40 miles per hour the back pressure was 
only equivalent to about 10 inches of water, while when 
the car was climbing a grade at full throttle at 40 miles 
per hour the back pressure was equivalent to about 60 
inches of water, despite the fact that the engine speed 
was approximately the same. 

Prior attempts to limit the compressor output to within 
the relatively narrow range required ‘for e?icient oxidizing 
of the hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in the exhaust 
system have included slip~clutch drives for providing 
rotary power touthe pump, and also pump output pres 
sure bypass valve means ‘for diventing the flow of excess 
air from the pump. However, heretofore such devices 
have not been capable of controlling the output to within 
the required narrow range or of. keeping the effects of 



i .for the-pump. 
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back pressure variations from causing substantial un 
wantedchanges in the amount of air provided by the com 
pressor to the exhaust line. 7 ' 

in view of the foregoing and other problems in the art, 
it‘ is an object of the present invention ‘to ‘provide a novel 
air compressor and means ‘for regulating the output there 

fof wherein‘the lair ,output'rate will increase only a rela 
‘ tively small amount forla relatively ‘large increase in the 
speed’ of a rotary power source driving the pump. 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
anair compressor-regulator combination which will not 
only have an output .air flow rate that increases within 
relatively narrow limits ‘for relatively wide increases in 

"the speed of a rotary power source driving the compres 
’ sor, ‘but which is also relatively immune from ‘large varia 
>=tions in back-pressure loading on the pump output. 
- ‘ A further objectof the present invention is toprovide 
a novel air pump and means for regulating‘ the output 
thereof which have particular utility ;in combination with 
anti-smog apparatus associated with an internal combus 
tion-engine ‘for oxidizing unburned hydrocarbon and car 

I -It vis'also an object of the present invention to provide 
output regulating-means for' an air compressor of ‘the 
"character described» which includes a regulator valve as 
" vsociated with the pump inlet and having a ?oating valve 
element that rests in a ‘lowermost positionrat low pump 

. 7- speeds permitting relatively ‘free flow of inlet‘air to the 
' ; pump, and which rises upon a predetermined inlet ?ow 

rate ‘to an uppermost position ‘Whereinithe ?oating valve 
element provides a restricted inlet, ori?ce which limits the a 

‘volume of air pumped upon ‘further "increases in the 
' [pump speed. ‘ a ' 

Another object of the'i-invention is to provide an air 
pump of the character described having air flow regulat 
ing ‘means associated therewith which combines an inlet 

"regulator valve having a ?oating valve element with a, 
slip-clutch drive connection between the internal combus 
tion engine and the pump shaft, the slip'clu-tch having a 
minimum of slippage at low engine speeds and 'consider- ' 

fable slippage at relatively high engine speeds, this com 
bined regulating means being eifective to limit the vair 

. out?ow of the pump to within-a desiredlnarrow increase 
‘ for large increases in engine speed, with a minimum of _ 
effect fromexhaust back pressure. ~ ' 

Further objects and ladvantagesof thiepresent invention 
'} will appear during the course of'the following part of 

‘the ‘speci?cation wherein the details of construction and 

' scribed ‘reference to‘ the accompanying drawings,,in 
which: ' _ 1 7 

FIG. 1» is an elevational view-showing an internal com 
bustion engine-and associated exhaust system to which an 
air compressor and regulator 'in accordance with the 
present invention are operatively connected.’ 

FIG. 2 is a side ‘elevation view of an air pump embody 
ing'the regulator valve and-slip-clutchdrive'of the present 
invention; 7 , ' 1 I . 7 

'FIG. 3 is ‘an end elevation'view ,ofthe pumpshown in 
' no.2 looking "from 1m to right in FIG. 2. 

'FIG. 4_' is an ‘end elevation View of theair pump look 
ing from-right to left in FIG. 2. , 
FIG. 15 is an'axial vertical section taken‘ on the line, 

.5‘—‘5 in FIG. 47 showing the internal‘details of construc 
tion of the pump. 1 ' 

, PEG. 6 is a cross-sectional view' taken on the line 64-6 I 
. of FIG. 5 showing details, of the slip-clutch‘ assembly. 

FIG. '7 is a cross~sectional view along th'eline'7-7 in 
l ‘ PEG. 5 showing-detailsof the pump in'the region of the I 
pump cavity. a 

FIG. :8 iso vertical section .illustratingithe details of 
‘construction of :my presently preferred regulator valve 
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. engine air ?lter 18 to the pump inlet. 

Referring to the drawings, in FIG. 11 have illustrated 
air pump or compressor 19 as operatively connected to a 
conventional internal combustion engine 12, pump 10 be 
ing driven by the engine fan belt 14'. Although pump 10 
is shown as heing'driven off of the inside of the fan belt, 
it may be driven by either .the inside or the outside of the 
fan belt, and may, if desired, be conveniently mounted 
on a vehicle generator which is likewise driven by the 
fan belt 14. - 

Fresh air is provided to the pump inlet port through 
an air inlet conduit 16, which preferably extends from the 

Inlet conduit 16 
vmay, if desired, ‘comprise a plastic hose. By thus taking 

“the fresh air from the .air ?lter, pump noise is substan 

hon-monoxide components vof the engine exhaust, the , 
‘compressor output being connected to ‘the exhaust system . 
'-to provide fresh air to assist in the oxidation. - .~ 

tiaily eliminated and ‘?ltered air is fed to the pump ‘unit. 
only a very ‘minor vacuum is caused by the air ?lter and 
the inlet conduit 16 so that the fresh air provided to the 
pump is substantially at atmospheric pressure. The air 
inlet conduit 16 is operatively connected to pump regu 
lator valve as which is, for convenience, preferably 
mounted on one end of the pump til. ‘ 
‘The pump lit provides air through pump output con 

duit 22 to the engine exhaust pipe-2d, preferably in 
troducing the air into exhaust pipe 24'justdownstream of 
theexhaust manifold 26. ‘Output conduit ZZpreferably 
includes a check valve '23 to protect pump it} from .ex 
haust gases in the event of pump failure. If desired,.the 

' check valve'may he provided immediately adjacent to 

30 
or :as apart of ‘the air pump it), and may comprise'a 
diaphragm of neoprene :or ?exible plastic with a valve 
“base” or seat upstream of the diaphragm comprising a 
part ‘of the pump discharge port. The downstream side 
'of this diaphragm is-connected to output conduit 22 at 

35 
a properly shaped ?tting which is easily removable for 
replacing-.or‘inspecting the-conduit 22. , 
The pump output conduit 22 may, if desired, comprise 

copper tubing, an internal diameter‘for such tubing of‘ 
' about ‘% of an inch appearing to be adequate for this 

' conduit.‘ Alternatively, the output conduit '22 may be 
40 

45 

Q a . ‘FIG. ‘l. of the drawings illustrates the embodiment of air 7 

50 
_ mode of operation of a preferred embodiment are de- ’ 

at least partly composed of plastic hose from the air pump _ 
10 to a point closely approaching the entrance to exhaust 
pipe 24, with metal forming .the portion of output con 
duit 22 immediately adjacent to the exhaust pipe. With 
this construction, in :case of failure of lth? check valve 
28,'the plastic hose will ‘melt, and discharge any hot ex 
haust gases, thereby protecting both the compressor and 
the check valve. 

pump it) in connection with an internal combustion engine 
employinglthe catalytic converter system shown, described 
and claimed in mysaid copending application Serial No. 

' 27,721. ‘In this arrangement, catalytic case .36 is opera 
ttivelyjconn'ected to the exhaust pipe EA‘at the front end 
of case 39, with the decontaminated exhaust gasesepasS 

- ing out of the rearend of converter case .30 and ‘through 
tail pipe 32. ‘Spark plug 34 is disposed in the exhaust 
line just ahead of .thecatalytic converter case 30 for direct 

“ignition of theexhaust-air mixture prior to the catalytic 

60 
oxidation in converter case 36, ‘this direct ignition not 
only ‘accomplishing part of the oxidation of the unburned 
‘hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide in‘the exhaust stream, 
bhut-also heating ‘.up the exhaust gases to a point where 
the catalyst in the converter'case 36} will function most 

’ efficiently. The required high voltage interrupted electric 
a Ur 

70 

ity for spark .plug?d- is‘provided by spark coil 36 through 
a’ suitable electrical conductor 38, the primary current for 
coil 36 being interrupted as required by suitable interrupter 
points 49 which are preferably mounted on air-pump t0 ' 
so as to be actuated. by a cam member on the pump 
‘shaft. > _ 

As aforesaid, 'theprincipal purpose of the present in-v 
ventionis to provide regulating means for controlling the 

“ ;air outputof pump 19 which will'restrict the increase in 
' the air output of the pump to a relatively small amount 
for relatively large increases in, engine speed, so :that the 
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air output of pump 10 will closely match the air require 
ments of the catalytic converter system. Thus, in the ex 
ample previously given, for engine idle speeds of about 
450 r.p.m., the converter system requires between about 
1%. and 2 cubic feet of air per minute, While at highway 
speeds of the order of 65 miles per hour and above, when 
the engine is rotating at about 2500 rpm. or faster, the 
air requirement is only between about 2. and 3 cubic 
feet per minute (these ?gures being for a 235 cubic inch 
displacement engine such as a Chevrolet 6 cylinder en 
gine, with larger displacement engines requiring propor 
tionally more air). In order to accomplish this desired 
regulation of the air output of pump 10, I have found 
it preferable to combine two control devices with the 
air pump, namely, (1) the slip-clutch best shown in FIGS. 
5 and 6 of the drawings, and- (2) the regulator valve 
best shown in FIGS. 2 and 8 of the drawings. 

The slip-clutch drive employed in pump 19 has the de 
sirable characteristic of greatly increased slippage with 
increases in engine speed, thereby maintaining only a 
small increase in pump air outputv at high speeds over‘ 
that atlow speeds‘. Also, this slip-clutch drive, by per 
mitting only a small amount of increase in the pump speed 
for .high engine speeds as compared with the'jpump speed ’ 

e for low engine speeds, keepsthe pump operating ‘within 
.a speed range which involve a minimum'of wear 
and tear in the pump, and will actually prevent rotor 
blade breakage, pump speeds above 4980 rpm. usually‘ 
destroying or causing rapid erosion of the carbon blades 
normally used in a positive displacement pump of the type 
shown and described herein. Also, it has been found 
in actual road operation that if the pump has a burned-out 
hearing or broken blade, the slip~clutch will continue to 
run and the belt and pump pulley will function normally; 
where otherwise something must give away, which would 
result in a burned-out belt or further damage to the pump. 

It has been found in practice, however, that the slip 
drive for the pump, when adjusted so as to rotate the 
pump at a speed which will not cause blade breakage or 
undue wear, will produce pump air deliveries ranging from 
about 2 cubic feet per minute at engine idle speeds to about 
51/2 cubic feet per minute at high speeds, which is some 
what higher than the air output for optimum catalytic con 
verter operation. It has also been found that the slip 
drive is to some extent susceptible to exhaust pressure 
changes, increases in that pressure increasing the load on 
the pump vanes, resulting in increased slippage in the 
drive. 
By combining the regulator valve 20 in the pump unit, 

however, I have been able to control the output to the 
desired range of from about 1.5 to 2 cubic feet per minute 
at idle to about 2 to 3 cubic feet per minute at high speeds, 
and I have satisfactorily isolated the pump performance 
from variations in the back pressure. ‘ 

Referring now to the speci?c details of construction 
of the pump, the pump 10 includes a suitable base mem 
ber 42 upon which a pair of spaced end plates 44 and 46 
are mounted by means of bolts 48 or other suitable means. 
A cylindrical pump case 50 is supported between end 
plates 44 and 46 by screws 52 to provide a sealed pump 
ing chamber therein. _ 
Pump inlet port 54 is provided through end plate 46, 

and is operatively connected to regulator valve 20 through 
a tubular connector 56. Outlet port 58 is likewise pro 
vided through end plate 46, and communicates with the 
outlet conduit 22. ' I 

It will be noted that by providing inlet and outlet ports 
54 and 58, respectively,’ in the end wall rather than in 
the cylindrical pump case as is the usual procedure, I 

V ‘ greatly reduce frictional wear of the ports, and on the 
_ pumping vanes, as the ports are not in the area of cen 
trifugally forced engagement of the vanes against the 
pump case. Y . 

Pump shaft 60 is rotatably mounted in sealed anti 
friction bearings 62 which are supported in the respec 
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vvtive end plates 44 and 46, 
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and pump rotor 64 is keyed 
to shaft 60 within pump case 50 between end plates 44 
and 46 so as to rotate with shaft 60. Pumping vanes 
.66 are radially slidably mounted in rotor 64 so as to 
be engaged in sliding contact with the inner Wall of 
pump case 50 by centrifugal force. 
The pump shaft 60 is driven through a circular clutch 

plate 68 that is mounted on a threaded spindle 70 on 
one end of pump shaft 60, plate 68 being held in posi 
tion by nut 72. . ' ‘ 

Clutch plate 68 is disposed Within a clutch housing 74 I‘ 
which is driven by the'engine fan belt 14, housing 74 
including a pulley portion 76 having an external annular 
recess '78 therein for receiving the fan belt 14. Clutch 
housing portion 76 is rotatably mounted on an anti-fric 
tion bearing 84) which is supported on a ?xed hub 82 
extending outwardly from end plate 44 and which is 
retained on hub 82 by a suitable retaining ring 83. The 
pulley portion 76 is tapped in several locations near the 
periphery to accept screws which clamp and retain the 
remainder of clutch housing 74 to pulley portion 76. 

' Clutch housing '74 also includes an intermediate hous 
ving member 84 and a housing cover member 66, the 
cover member 86 preferably being ?nned for cooling 
purposes and including an axial cup or tbimble portion 

. v88 having a grease reservoir 90 therein. Upon rotation 
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of the clutch housing 74, grease disposed therein fric 
tionally engages the clutch plate 68 so as to rotate clutch 
plate 68 and pump shaft 66‘. A combination of a proper 
grease in clutch housing 74 and a clutch plate 68 of the 
particular construction shown in the drawings and here- ‘ 
inafter described in detail produces relatively low’slip 
page between clutch housing 74 and clutch plate 68 at 
low speeds, and a large amount of slippage at high 
speeds, thus providing a pump output range which is only 
a little greater than that desired. 
The clutch plate 63 is provided with ya plurality of 

circularly arranged openings 92 therethrough, preferably _ 
six in number, the openings §2 preferably being spaced 
at equal radial distances from the center of'clutch plate 
68. A channel recess 94 extends from ‘each opening 92 
to the periphery of clutch plate 68 on one side of clutch 
plate 68, the recesses 94 extending to a depth of approxi 
mately one-third the thickness of the clutch plate. Simi 
lar'channel recesses 96 on the other side of clutch plate 
68 extend from the respective openings 92 to ‘the periph 
ery of the clutch plate. The channel 94 from each open 
ing 92 will overlap the channel 96 ‘from an adjacent 
'opening 92, but the channels will not break out into each 
other since the respective depth of each is only one-third 
the total thickness of clutch plate 68. A relatively small 
clearance exists on both sides of clutch plate 68, and a 
larger clearance exists at the outer edge between clutch 
plate 68 and clutchthousing 74. Grease within clutch 
housing 74 is thus pumped or circulated by clutch plate 

' 68 through the channels 94 and 96, utilizing the larger 
clearance between the outer edge of clutch plate 68 and 
clutch housing 74 as a reservoir for the grease in transit, 
limiting the tendency to increase frictional engagement 
at this point during high speed operation. 7 
A high temperature silicone grease has been found 

satisfactory for use in the clutch housing, providing an 
increase of from about 11/2 to 2 cubic feet per minute 
tovabout 5 cubic feet per minute of ‘pump air output for 
an engine speed range of from about 450 r.p.m. (idle 
speed) to 2500 rpm. (highway speed), where the pump 
is operated without the bene?t of the regulator valve 241'. 

~ , Variations in this relationship, between pump air output 

70 

75 

and the driven speed of the pump may be accomplished 
by varying the amount of side clearance of the clutch 
plate 68 in clutch housing 74, which is preferable within 
a range of from about 10 to about 50 thousandths of 
an inch, and by ‘controlling the thickness or 'centipoise 
of the grease employed. _ i ' 

It is preferred "toernploy'a type’ of grease which will 
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have a characteristic of thixotropy; that is, one which 
> will function vprincipally as a‘solid until a certain shear] 
point ‘is reached, and thereafter will function primarily 
as a liquid. Silica .which is powdered to a ?neness of 
‘less‘than ‘1 micron in particle size exercises this property 7 

a when mixed with a suitable carrier liquid such as water 
or oil. Other materials which will perform in this man 
net are ?nely powdered “eantocel” produced by Mon 
santo Chemical Company and ?nely powdered “Kaolirf’ 
produced by Minerals and Chemicals Corporation. 

I" Finely powdered silica appears ‘tobre preferred as‘it does' 
not 'attrite by grinding itself, wAlsovery small concern 

ftrationsiof Guar, such as “Jaguar,” a commercial gum 
resin, willQpromote, thixotropy, so that small quantities 
of such material'may be employed. ' 

' If?nd it convenient to mount the interrupterpoints 40 
" on ~the outside of pump endrplate 46, and toprovide a 

10 

'multi-lobed cam member 98 on the end of pump shaft 7 ’ 
60 which projects outwardly through end plate 46 for 
producing the vibratory motion required for the inter 
rupter points 4d}. The points '40 include a movable con 
‘tact member v1th} and a ?xed contactrme?mber 1ti2,'the 

_-1mov_able contact member 1% being spring-biased against 
"the cam member 98 to provide the d 
of the ‘ points. _‘ ' I 

The purpose of interrupter points 40 is to provide a 
means of .interrupting the direct current to the, primary‘v 
winding of the conventional automotive ignition coil 36, 

esired interruption 

' ‘enabling the coil .to then step-up the primary voltage to 
a secondary voltage sn?‘lcient .to'?re the ignition spark 
plug 34+. A typical installation would ?nd ?xed contact , 

' member’ 162 electrically grounded to pump end plate 
.46, and movable contact member 100 insulated from end 
plate 46 and connected externally to the primary coil 
winding. A capacitor may be used “across” interrupter 
points 40 if desired, both for the elimination of metal 
transfer andifor the more satisfactoryoperation of the 
‘ignition system which includes the spark plug 34. ‘ 

.i: Referring ‘to, FIGS. 2 and 8 of the drawings, I will 
now describe a presently preferred -.ernbodiment of the 
regulator valvegwhich cooperates with the slip-clutch 
‘drive to provide the desired air output of the pump. 7 

' The regulator valve 20 includes a vertically arranged 
:tubular valve housing 104 which is preferably supported 
on the pump ‘casing as by means'of 'a supporting bracket 

i 106 that extends‘around valve. housing 104 and is .at 
‘cached to pump end plate 46 by one or more screws 193. 
The regulator valve 20 includes a bottom end closure 

' 110 which extends across the lower end oftubular valve 
housing 104, with valve inlet port 112 extending through 
bottom end closure i110 and communicating with a suit 
able inlet ?tting 1114 attached to end closure 110. The 
air inlet conduit 16'is operatively connected to inlet ?t 
ting 114 by conventional means. 

20 
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valve housing 104 through outlet port '122 and ?tting 
'124, and then‘ will pass through tubular connector 56 
to the pump inlet 'port.>54_. ' p 
A wall’ 126 extends across valve housing ‘164 below 

outlet port r122,'the walli126 being provided with an ori?ce 
128. An adjusting screw 135} is threadedly mounted 
in top end closure 12d, extending downwardly through 
valve .ori?ce ‘128; By this means, when the air how in 
creases beyond a certain minimum ?ow, ‘it will blow 
the ?oating ball valve element 118 upwardly vuntil valve 
element 118‘ isstopped by the lower end of adjusting 

. screw 113%. ' The ball will remain in this'position so as :to 
de?ne a more restricted valve ori?ce until'the .air ?ow ' 
drops below the said predetermined minimum ?ow, at 
which time the ball will again fall down against the screen 
116, removing the restriction from valve ori?ce ‘123. 

In‘ the example previously given, where the desired 
pump output ranged from about 1% to' 2 cubic feet per 
minute at idle engine speeds to between 2 and 3 cubic 
feet per-minute at highway speeds, the relative sizes of the 
ball valve element 118 andv the tubular valve housing 
104 are preferably!suchfthatiwhen ‘the input ,air ?ows 

> at 2 cubic feet periniinute or less, the valve element 1-18 
' will rest on screen‘ spacer .116;at ‘the bottom of tubular 

25 -housinggilla, but‘when the airflow rateincreases to in 
,7 excess ofr2 cubic feet perv minute, "the ball valve element‘ 

' . 118 will rise and be air-borne, seating againstthe bottom 
, of adjusting screw 13 adjacent valve ori?ce 128. The 
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Disposed across the inside of valve housing 14M above; 
"bottom end closure 110 is ascreen spacer member 1716 

. upon which a ?oating valve. element 118 normally rests. 
Valve element 1181s preferably of the ball type, and is 
suitably smaller than the inside .diameter of valve hous 
ing~104. The valve element .118 is spaced su?ici'ently 
above inlet port 112'by 'thewscreen 11116 to permit vincom-r 

' ing air to pass .freely tbroughvportyllz and around valve 
element 11-8 upwardly through valve housing 104 when 
ball valve element 118 is in its lowermost, rest position 

' , against screen 116. It will be ‘apparent that other suit 
able spacer means may be provided in place of the 

"Atop end closure'member '120;completely closes off -' 
rftherupper endrof the tubular-valve’ housing 104, and'a 
'valve'outlet port 122 extends through the walllof hous- V 

_' ing 104 just'below top end closure 120. ' A suitablevalve 
' ‘ outlet ?tting 124 communicates with port 122 to provide 
for attachment of theoute'r‘e'rid of tubular connector 56, 
whereby valve outlet air willlpass'jout of the ,uppereqdof .7; 
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1 screen 116, which is merely the presently preferred means v 
' for this purpose. ' ‘ ' ' 

ball "valve element 118 will remain in thisrposition until 
the air ?ow again decreases to below about 2 cubic feet 
per minute, at which time the ball will drop down against 
screen 116 and ori?ce 128 will be unrestricted. _ 

I have found ‘in practice that by properly adjusting 
the screw 130, the ball valve element '118 can be positioned 
relative to ori?ce 128 so as to control the air flow to 
only slightly in excess of Y3 cubic feet per minute at high 
engine speeds. The compressor at high speeds,’ in effect, 
isunder a partial vacuum or suction which variesv from 
substantially'zero at 2 cubic feet per minute to higher vac 
uums as the speed is increased. Back-pressure loading 
upon the compressor from the'engine appears .to have 
no .eltect upon the airdelivery of the compressor ,to the 
exhaust system above 2, cubic feet .per minute, -as such 
back pressure only a?ectszthe degree of clutch slippage, 
which 21/2 cubic feet per minute air ?ow merely affects 
the amount of suction at the‘ pump inlet. 
While the instant invention has been shown and de 

scribed herein in what is conceived to be the most practical 
and preferred embodiment, it is recognized‘ that departures 
may be made therefrom within the scope of the invention, 
which is therefore not to be limited to the .detailsdisclosed 
herein, but is to be accorded the full scope of ,theclaims. 

1. Apparatus for removing impurities from an internal 
combustion engine exhaust system which comprises: an 
exhaust ‘conduit; means in said exhaust conduit for 
oxidizing exhaust ingredients not previously oxidized .in 
the engine; and air injection'means connected to said 
exhaust conduit for introducing air into said exhaust 
conduit to provide a mixture of air and exhaust ingre 
dients, said air injection means including an air pump 
having’a housing with air .inlet and outlet ports, a rotor 
member rotatably mounted in the housing for drawing 

.air in through said inlet port and pumpingthe air out 
through :said outlet port, rotary power input'means ro 
tatably mounted in the housing and connected to ,the 
rotor for driving the rotor, and an air?ow regulator valve 
connected to said pump inlet port, said regulator wvalve 
including ‘a body having a passage therein, an air inlet 

, opening and anair outlet ori?ce in the bodycommunicat- 1' 
,,ing with said passage, air, conduit means connecting the 
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ori?ceto the pump inletport, a valve element of smaller _ 
cross-sectionvthan said passage disposed in said passage 
between said inlet opening and said ori?ce, and movable 
between an open position spaced from said ori?ce and 
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a closed position adjacent to said ori?ce in which the 
valve element partially restricts the ori?ce, said valve 
element being normally biased toward its said open 
position, whereby when the ?ow of pump input air 
through said valve is below a predetermined rate the 
valve will be in its open position and the air will have 
relatively unrestricted passage through the valve, and 
when the ?ow of pump input air is above said predeter 
mined rate the air will blow the valve element to its 
said closed position at which the valve element will 
restrict the ?ow of air through the ori?ce. . 

2. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 1 wherein saidoxidiz 
ing means includes direct ignition means in said exhaust 
conduit downstream of said air injection means for ignit 
ing exhaust ingredients not previously completely oxi 
dized, and catalytic oxidizing means connected to said 
exhaust conduit downstream of said direct ignition means 
for oxidizing exhaust ingredients not previously com 
pletely oxidized. 

3. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 2 wherein said con 
nection between said rotary power input means and said 
rotor is a slip-clutch drive connection. 

4. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 3 wherein said rotary 
power input means comprises a clutch housing rotatably 
mounted on the pump housing, and said slip-clutch drive 
connection includes a clutch plate within said clutch 
housing, said clutch plate being connected to the rotor 
so that the clutch plate and rotor rotate together; and 
thick ?uid material in the clutch housing for imparting 
rotation from the clutch housing to the clutch plate. 

5. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 4 wherein said bias 
ing is accomplished by vertical arrangement of said pas 
sage with said inlet opening communicating with the 
passage below said ori?ce, the valve element being urged 
by gravity toward its said open position. 

6. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 5 wherein said valve 
element is a ball loosely disposed in said passage. 

7. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 4 wherein said thick 
?uid has the characteristics of thixotropy. 

8. Apparatus for removing impurities from an internal 
combustion engine exhaust system which comprises: an 
exhaust conduit; means in said exhaust conduit for oxi 
dizing exhaust ingredients not previously oxidized in the 
engine; and air injection means connected to said ex 
haust conduit for introducing air into said exhaust con 
duit to provide a mixture of air and exhaust ingredients, 
said air injection means including an air pump having a 
housing with air inlet and outlet ports, a rotor member 
rotatably mounted in the housing for drawing air in 
through said inlet port and pumping air out through said 
outlet port, rotary power input means rotatably mounted 
in the housing and connected to the rotor for driving the 
rotor, and an air?ow regulator valve connected to said 
pump inlet port, said regulator valve including abody 
having a passage therein, an air inlet opening and an 
air outlet ori?ce in the body communicating with said 
passage, said passage extending upwardly from said inlet 
opening to said ori?ce, air conduit means connecting the 
ori?ce to the pump inlet port, a valve element of smaller 
cross-section than said passage disposed in said passage 
and movable between a lowermost position spaced above 
said inlet opening and an uppermost position adjacent to 
said ori?ce in which the valve element partially restricts 
the ori?ce, abutment means in said passage against which 
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the valve element seats in its lowermost position, and stop 
means adjacent to said outlet ori?ce against which the 
valve element seats in its uppermost position, whereby 
when the ?ow of pump input air through said valve is 
below a predetermined rate the valve will be in its lower 
most position and the air will have relatively unrestricted 
passage through the valve, and when the ?ow of pump 
input air is above a predetermined rate the air will blow 
the valve element to its uppermost position at which time 
the valve element will restrict the ?ow of air through the 
ori?ce. . 

9. Apparatus as de?ned in claim '8 wherein said abut 
ment means is a wire screen extending across said passage 
above said inlet opening. 

10. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 6, wherein'said pas- ' 
sage is vertically arranged and is cylindrical. ' p 

11. Apparatus as de?ned in claim 8 wherein said stop 
means is an adjusting screw. ‘ ‘ _ H ' 

12. Apparatus ‘for removing impurities from an in 
ternal combustion engine exhaust system which corn-v 
prises: an exhaust conduit; means in said exhaust conduit ' 
for oxidizing exhaust ingredients not previously oxidized 
in the engine; and airinjection means connected to said 
exhaust conduit for introducing air into said exhaust con 
duit to provide a mixture of air and exhaust ingredients, 
said air injection means including an air pump having-a 
housing with air inlet and outlet ports, a rotor member 
rotatably ‘mounted in the housing for drawing air in 
through said inlet port and pumping air out through said 
outlet port, rotary power input means rotatably mounted 
in the housing; a slip-clutch drive connection in the pump 
between said power input member and the rotor, and an 
air?ow regulator valve connected to said pump for regu 
lating the rate of ?ow of air pumped through said outlet 
port, said regulator valve including a body having a pas— 
sage therein, an air inlet opening and an air outlet ori?ce 
in the body communicating with said passage, air conduit . 
means connecting the ori?ce to the pump inlet port, a 
valve element of smaller cross-section than said passage - 
disposed in said passage between said inlet opening and 
said ori?ce, and movable between an open position spaced 
from said ori?ce and a closed position adjacent to-said 
ori?ce in which the valve element partially restricts the 
ori?ce, said valve element being normally biased toward 
its open position, whereby when the ?ow of pump input 
air through said valve is ‘below a predetermined rate the 
valve will be in its open position and the air will have 
relatively unrestricted passage through the valve, and 
when the ?ow of pump input air is above said predeter 
mined rate the air will blow the valve element to its 
said closed position at which time the valve element will 
restrict the ?ow of air through the ori?ce. 
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